Cross-polarization dynamics in 2,6-dimethylbicyclo[3.3.1]nonane-exo-2-exo-6-diol inclusion compounds as studied by 13C magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of a number of inclusion compounds of 2,6-dimethyl-bicyclo[3.3.1]nonane-exo-2-exo-6-diol (host) with small organic small molecules (guests) have been studied. With 3,4-dichloro-1,2,5-thiadiazole and tetrachloroethylene as guests, line splittings of the host resonances were observed due to the location of the guest in the host lattice. The cross-polarization (CP) dynamics of these inclusion compounds have been studied and shown to be indicative of weakly coupled systems. As expected, the proton spin lattice relaxation times in the rotating frame (T1pH) of the host are increased by the presence of rapidly moving guest because the efficiency of homonuclear dipolar relaxation in the rotating frame is reduced. However, strong transient oscillations were also observed for the guest molecules during the Hartmann-Hahn transfer of magnetisation from the more abundant 1H spins to the 13C spins during spin lattice rotating frame relaxation. These oscillations were found to be greatest for carbons with largest chemical shift anisotropies.